
Our organization, the RWTH International Academy [1] is the official academy for scientific 

further education of the RWTH Aachen University [2], one of Germany’s Universities of 

Excellence in engineering science.  

The International Academy’s expertise to contribute in a R&I consortium is:  

- design of tailor-made curricula (ranging from inhouse training to certificate courses up to full 

postgradual master studies)  

- conception of best fitting didactic scenarios (e.g. blended learning, e-learning),  

- practical executive education programs which are professionally conceived, organized and 

offered  

- full service organization of special events like conferences - professional project management - 

evaluation of programs  

- certification processes (according to RWTH standard) and accreditation of programs  

- elaboration and execution of marketing strategies  

- conception of business models    

In addition to this mentioned experiences we have privileged access to the expert knowledge of 

the faculties and institutes of the RWTH Aachen University.  

Our interests within the H2020 framework are related to harmonization and standardization of 

processes within the EU, our expertise relies especially on knowledge transfer, development of 

curricula and the creation and execution of dissemination strategies – in brief all kind of services 

related to executive education.  

In order to match with the focus competences of RWTH Aachen University in mechanical and 

electromechanical engineering, we are looking for partners especially concerned with e-mobility, 

conceptual aircraft design and aerodynamic systems, but we are generally open for all kind of 

smart, green and integrated transport concepts.     

We would be pleased, if you are interested in cooperation. We are looking forward to your reply.  

Martin Behr, M.A. Project Manager    
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